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Abdul Hamid of the need of making real reforms. But con»
vincing the Turk was about as easy a matter as making a
donkey gallop. Abdul Hamid thwarted the conference by
a clever pretense of proclaiming a constitution for Turkey
and by promising even more wide-reaching reforms than
the Powers themselves had demanded. Gorchakov, how-
ever, rightly had no confidence in the honesty of the Sultan's
promises. He therefore prevailed upon Austria to sign a
new secret Budapest Convention of January 15, 1877, pro-
viding for the war which Russia contemplated waging
against Turkey. Austria agreed not to threaten the Russian
flank upon its advance south of the Danube, and in return
Russia approved the idea of Austria's annexation of Bosnia
and Herzegovina and the other provisions which Andrassy
understood had been agreed upon at Reichstadt.18
In April, 1877, as soon as weather conditions permitted,
Russia opened against Turkey the war which she had long
desired* Though checked for months at Plevna, she eventu-
ally won a series of victories which brought her armies to
the outskirts of Constantinople and forced Turkey to accept
the Treaty of San Steiano on March 3, 1878.. This pro-
vided for the creation of a great Bulgarian State, more or
less comprising the predominantly Bulgarian parts of
Turkey and embracing an extensive sea coast on the Aegean,
The Treaty met with objections on every side; by Greece,
Serbia, and Rumania because this "Greater Bulgaria" was
to be so much more powerful than any one of themselves,
It was objected to by Austria and England who feared the
greatly enlarged Bulgaria would be virtually a vassal state
under Russian control; Austria did not like to see such an
increase of Russia's power near her border, and England
feared for the safety of the Suez Canal Both these Powers
therefore insisted on a Congress for the revision of the
Treaty of San Stefano, Bismarck at first had no great
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